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tudy of the interaction of the
psychoactive amphetamine with 1,2-indanedione
and 1,8-diazafluoren-9-one as fingerprinting
reagents†

Divya Bhikharee, a Lydia Rhyman a and Ponnadurai Ramasami *ab

In this study, we used computational methods to investigate the interaction of amphetamine (AMP) with 1,2-

indanedione (IND) and 1,8-diazafluoren-9-one (DFO) so as to understand whether AMP can be detected in

latent fingerprints using either of these reagents. The results show that the binding energies of AMP with

IND and DFO were enhanced by the presence of amino acid from −9.29 to −12.35 kcal mol−1 and

−7.98 to −10.65 kcal mol−1, respectively. The physical origins of these interactions could be better

understood by symmetry-adapted perturbation theory. The excited state properties of the binding

structures with IND demonstrate distinguishable absorption peaks in the UV-vis spectra but zero

fluorescence. Furthermore, the UV-vis spectra of the possible reaction products between AMP and the

reagents reveal absorption peaks in the visible spectrum. Therefore, we could predict that reaction of

AMP with IND would be observable by a reddish colour while with DFO, a colour change to violet is

expected. To conclude, the reagents IND and DFO may be used to detect AMP by UV-vis spectroscopy

and if their reactions are allowed, the reagents may then act as a potentially rapid, affordable and easy

colorimetric test for AMP in latent fingerprints without destruction of the fingerprint sample.
1 Introduction

Psychoactive substances, more commonly known as drugs of
abuse, are substances that affect mental health. The major
drugs of abuse classied by the United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime (UNODC) include cocaine, cannabis, opioids, and
amphetamines (AMPs). AMPs are the second most common
drugs of abuse1 with a rise of 309% for seizures from the year
2018 to the year 2019 as per the world drug report 2021.2 This
increase in drug availability presents a serious threat to human
health, family harmony, and social stability.1 Hence, in accor-
dance with the sustainable development goals (SDGs), detection
of drugs is essential to protect the society from the drug
scourge.3

Various detection methods and sensors for detecting AMP in
matrices such as oral uids, blood, and urine are commercially
available.4 Several researchers have investigated the possibility
of detection of drugs in latent ngerprint5–11 as the latter is
unique to an individual, hence, the presence of drug in the
ngermark can be considered as strong evidence in drug
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cases.12 Another advantage of the latent ngerprint is that it is
non-invasive as compared to matrices such as blood. It is thus
a preferred sampling matrix in point of care analysis13,14 and has
been proposed for roadside testing of drugs.11 AMP can be
detected in ngermarks using uorescent probes,15,16 time-of-
ight secondary ion mass spectrometry,17 lateral ow detec-
tion15 and infrared spectral imaging.18 These methods are less
effective in the presence of powder mixtures in the sample or in
the presence of enough uorescent nanoparticles. In addition,
mass spectrometry method is destructive and requires different
sample preparation for each target analyte.18 In order to over-
come these limitations, there is a need for novel drug detection
methods to improve portability, affordability, detection times
and limits as well as methods which do not destroy the latent
ngerprint samples.

Novel drug detection methods for instance, uorescent
lms made of o-carborane derivative of perylene bisimide
derivatives (PBI-CB) are capable to detect the drugs AMPs,
magu (a combination of AMP and caffeine),19 caffeine,
phenobarbital and ketamine.20 To support the experimental
results, density functional theory (DFT) using the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) method revealed that the drugs are suitable
quenchers, as their energies of the HOMO orbitals are higher
than that of PBI-CB. These differences ensure the hole of the
uorophore aer excitation can accept an electron from the
drug molecule resulting in the observed uorescence
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 4077–4088 | 4077
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quenching. In addition, DFT studies enabled the prediction of
many potential sensors for AMP from the low binding energies
which prove that the sensors are effective for detection of the
drug.21–26 Excited states properties of the drugs and sensors
obtained by time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) helps to explain the
uorescent possibility and provides UV-vis spectra which can
be used as guidance for future experimental works on the
specic sensors.26–28

In this study, we used computational methods to analyse the
possible use of ngerprinting reagents (FRs) to detect AMP. The
FRs namely 1,2-indanedione (IND) and 1,8-diazauoren-9-one
(DFO), as illustrated in Fig. 1, enable the detection of latent
ngerprints on porous surfaces such as paper.29,30 These FRs
react with amino acids in latent ngerprints to form a product
which uoresces under light at specic wavelengths, thereby
enabling efficient visualisation of the ngerprint-ridge details.
However, the presence of drugs in latent ngerprints and their
inuence on IND and DFO have not been analysed to date.
These reagents may thus be studied as a potential sensor for
AMP since it has the benet of being affordable and not
destroying the latent ngerprint samples compared to mass
spectrometry.18

Hence, the aim of this study was to use computational
methods to investigate the binding effect of AMP on IND and
DFO and to identify their subsequent possible detection by UV-
vis spectroscopy and uorescence. In addition, besides AMP,
amino acids are also present in the latent ngerprint sample
and they may interfere with the detection of the drug. To
account for interferences by amino acids, we explored the
binding of alanine (ALA) with AMP, IND and DFO as well as
their resulting UV-vis and uorescence spectra. ALA was chosen
since it is among the most abundant amino acids in latent
ngerprints31 and it was also considered in previous
studies.30,32–34 At a temperature of 100 °C or 160 °C, ALA reacts
with IND or DFO to form a product which is responsible for
uorescent detection of latent ngerprints.29 AMP present in
the sample may also react with IND or DFO under similar
conditions. Thus, we also studied the possible reaction prod-
ucts (RPs) of AMP and the FRs as well as their effect on UV-vis
and uorescence.
Fig. 1 Structures of AMP, ALA and the two FRs under study.
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2 Computational methodologies

The overall procedure followed throughout this article is illus-
trated in Scheme 1. Firstly, the ground state structures of the
FRs, ALA and AMP were optimised. The most stable conformer
of AMP was identied by a conformational search performed by
varying the dihedral angles along the a and b axes indepen-
dently,35,36 by 10 steps with increment of 20°, using the B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) method.36 The a axis represents the C–C bond while
and b axis represents the C–N bond. We then examined the
binding possibilities of AMP with the FRs and ALA following
which, we used the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory
(SAPT) approach to check which of the principal physical
contributions mainly inuence the interaction energies. SAPT
also helps to understand the nature of interactions that is not
possible experimentally.27 In addition, the possible reaction
products (RPs) between AMP and the FRs were investigated
according to the known RPs between ALA and the FRs.33,34

The resulting RPs and binding complexes were subjected to
UV-vis spectra simulations in order to verify whether the inter-
actions between AMP and IND or DFO provide signicant
changes that could be practically employed during the detection
of AMP. Furthermore, the UV-vis and uorescence spectra of
RPs of ALA and AMP with FRs were analysed.

All the geometry optimisations and binding energy evalua-
tions were performed in the gas phase by the B3LYP-D3/6-
31G(d,p)37,38 method. The Grimme's D3 dispersion correction was
shown to increase the accuracy of non-covalent interactions.27,38–41

The optimised structures were thereaer conrmed to be real
minima by performing frequency calculations using the same
method. All structures showed positive force constants for all the
normal modes of vibration. The frequencies were then used to
evaluate the thermal (T = 298 K) vibrational corrections to the
enthalpies and Gibbs free energies within the harmonic oscillator
approximation and the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE). The
ZPE was included with the total energy in calculations of the
binding energy (Eb) which was evaluated by:

Eb = E(AMP + FR) − E(AMP) − E(FR) + E(BSSE) (1)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 1 Outline of the workflow followed in this article. The first step (I) represents the ground state optimisation of AMP, ALA and the FRs. (II)
– The four different binding possibilities of the species analysed. (III) – The RPs analysed. The next steps are (IV) UV-vis and (V) fluorescence
analysis of the binding species and RPs.
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where, E(AMP + FR) is the total energy of the complex formed
between AMP and the FR; E(AMP) is the total energy of AMP;
E(FR) is the total energy of the same FR; and E(BSSE) correspond
to the basis superposition error (BSSE) as introduced by Boys
and Bernardi42 in the counterpoise approach.

In addition, to better understand the interaction between
AMP and the FR, we analysed the decomposition of interaction
energy by single-point computations using SAPT. SAPT is
a method to calculate non-covalent interactions and the
computations were run on the PSI4 program.43,44 The SAPT0 45,46

approach was considered along with the jun-cc-pVDZ47 basis set
since Tomić and coworkers27 conrmed this method is accurate
to model AMP precursor ephedrine binding with fullerene
sensor. SAPT0 is the simplest and most inexpensive SAPT
method that essentially treats the monomers at the Hartree–
Fock level and appends explicit dispersion terms obtained from
second-order perturbation theory to the electrostatic, exchange,
and induction terms from HF dimer treatment.48 SAPT0 does
not consider intramolecular correlations but a second order
intermolecular interaction which is accurate enough to explain
the non-covalent interaction in a dimer.

We performed non-covalent interaction (NCI) analysis of
the binding structures, using the Multiwfn program,49–51 to
characterise the presence of hydrogen bonds. The NCI plots,
which are shown in the ESI in Fig. S9,† enable visualisation of
non-covalent interactions between molecular fragments as
real-space surfaces. The l2 symbol represents the interaction
type within the NCI framework. For attractive interactions, l2
is negative, van der Waals interactions have their l2 values
close to zero while steric repulsions have positive l2 values.
The molecules were visualised in 3D using the Visual
Molecular Dynamics program.52 The Gnuplot 4.2 53 program
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and Ghostscript54 interpreter were used to generate the 2D
plots.

Subsequently, all the species were subjected to TD-DFT
computations so as to obtain excited state properties as well
as the UV-vis and uorescence spectra. The long range-
corrected CAM-B3LYP55 functional was utilised as more reli-
able results are obtained compared to pure B3LYP functional.
The 6-31+G(d,p) basis set was employed as the diffuse function
enhances the results of binding molecules.27 The TD-DFT
as well as DFT computations were performed using
the Gaussian16 56 program running on SEAGrid.57–60 The
GaussView 6 61 program was used to visualise the results and
draw the structures. The gures in this article were generated
using CYLview62 while the spectra were simulated using
Multiwfn.51
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Optimised geometries

Given that AMP is a relatively large molecule with several
rotatable bonds, a conformational search was performed in
order to obtain the most stable conformer. The results of the
conformational of AMP search are presented in the ESI
(Fig. S1†). The relative stabilities of each conformer are in
agreement with those presented by Brause et al.35 and Bruni
et al.36 The most stable conformer of AMP is in agreement with
the experimental solid-state structure36 and hence, was used for
further computations like in similar studies whereby the
authors investigated the interaction of AMP with potential
sensors.22,24,26,63,64

Subsequently, we used the optimised geometries of AMP,
ALA, IND and DFO to generate their respective molecular
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 4077–4088 | 4079



Fig. 2 Optimised structures and MEP maps of AMP, ALA, IND and DFO with the colour scale −4e−2 to 4e−2.
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electrostatic potential surface (MEP) maps. These maps as
shown in Fig. 2 depict the variable charged areas and the de-
cient and rich electron sites of each molecule. The red regions
indicate the minimum electrostatic potential (rich electron
density) with a negative electrostatic potential; while the blue
regions show the highest electrostatic potential.65 These data
can be used as a guide to determine how the molecules interact
with one another hence is useful to analyse binding
interactions.

Binding structures. We analysed the binding interactions of
AMP with the FRs and ALA. The various binding orientations
explored according to the MEP maps are presented in the ESI.†
Nevertheless, only the optimised structures with the highest
binding energies (more negative values) are shown in Fig. 3 with
their respective thermodynamic parameters in Table 1.

We rst discuss the results for AMP-FRs (AMP-IND and AMP-
DFO) and ALA-FRs (ALA-IND and ALA-DFO) in order to compare
the individual interactions of each species with the FRs. The
results show that both AMP and ALA form hydrogen bonds with
the FRs. However, AMP is observed to form only two bonds with
the FRs as compared to ALA which shows tridentate interac-
tions with the FRs. The lowest bond distances of the latter
intermolecular interactions are 1.97 Å in ALA-IND and 2.11 Å in
ALA-DFO compared to those for AMP-IND and AMP-DFO which
are 2.88 Å and 2.35 Å, respectively. These differences in number
and lengths of intermolecular bonds are reected in the
binding energies in Table 1. That is, AMP-IND and AMP-DFO
having lower number of intermolecular bonds with longer
bond distances, have lower binding energies (−9.29 and
−7.98 kcal mol−1 respectively) compared to ALA-IND
(−10.84 kcal mol−1) and ALA-DFO (−12.40 kcal mol−1).
Despite of this, the DG values for the ALA-FRs are positive
indicating that the interactions are not feasible at 298.15 K.
Therefore, it can be predicted that the ALA present in
4080 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 4077–4088
a ngerprint sample will not interact with the FRs while
a sample of AMP will bind with the FRs.

We also monitored the possible interactions between AMP
and ALA since a ngerprint sample containing AMP will also
contain ALA. The binding structure is given in Fig. 3 referred to
as “AMP-ALA”. AMP-ALA has higher binding energy
(−14.94 kcal mol−1) as well as stronger hydrogen bonds with its
minimum bond distance being 1.66 Å compared to AMP-FRs
and ALA-FRs as discussed above. Subsequently, we investi-
gated the interactions between this AMP-ALA binding structure
with the FRs. The resulting highest binding structures are AMP-
ALA-IND and AMP-ALA-DFO as depicted in Fig. 3. In general, the
hydrogen bonds between AMP and ALA are observed to have
decreased upon binding with the FRs especially for the N–H
bond which shows a decrease in bond length from 1.66 Å in
AMP-ALA to 1.52 Å and 1.61 Å in AMP-ALA-IND and AMP-ALA-
DFO respectively. The bond distances of intermolecular bonds
between AMP and the FRs also show a decrease when bound to
ALA. The minimum bond distance between AMP and IND
decreases from 2.88 Å to 2.32 Å in AMP-ALA-IND while with
DFO, a decrease from 2.35 Å to 2.22 Å is noted.

In addition, it can be observed that ALA binding to AMP has
lowered the energy required to interact with the FRs. That is,
ALA-AMP interacts stronger with the FRs as compared to only
ALA or AMP. The Eb of AMP with IND has decreased from −9.29
to −12.35 kcal mol−1 when bound to ALA while the Eb of AMP
with DFO has decreased from−7.98 to−10.65 kcal mol−1. These
binding energies as well as the DG and DH values are in agree-
ment with literature on potential sensors to detect AMP.22,24,26,64,66

3.2 SAPT

To gain better insights on the interactions between AMP and the
FRs, SAPT energy have been computed. SAPT provides
a decomposition of the interaction energy into physically
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Binding structures with indicated intermolecular hydrogen bonds in Å and interaction angles indicated by the orange curves (the
respective angles are given in Table S1†).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 4077–4088 | 4081
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Table 1 Binding energies including ZPE and BSSE

Structure Eb/kcal mol−1 DG/kcal mol−1 DH/kcal mol−1

AMP-IND −9.29 −0.49 −13.25
AMP-DFO −7.98 −0.73 −12.01
ALA-IND −10.84 5.37 −6.12
ALA-DFO −12.40 2.17 −8.49
AMP-ALA −14.94 −0.69 −12.06
AMP-ALA-IND −12.35 −3.94 −17.17
AMP-ALA-DFO −10.65 −3.09 −14.35
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meaningful components of electrostatic (El), exchange (Ex),
induction (I) and London dispersion (D) contributions.67 El
forces can be either attractive or repulsive interactions between
charged molecules. Ex contributions are repulsive; I is due to
polarisation of electric elds while D components is the result of
interaction between electrons of the dimer molecules. I and D
values are usually smaller than El and Ex but they are always
attractive. Repulsive forces are identied as positive values
while attractive interaction are negative values.

The individual components are plotted in Fig. 4 and sum-
marised in Table S3 in the ESI.† The results reveal that the
interaction energy typically has the most signicant contribu-
tions from the El and Ex repulsion terms with the repulsive Ex
term outweighing the attractive El term. Notably, the excep-
tionally high binding affinity of AMP-ALA can be attributed to
its strong El component in addition to the Ex contribution. The
El component for AMP-ALA is −30.26 kcal mol−1, which is
comparable to the Ex component of 35.87 kcal mol−1. However,
only for AMP-DFO and AMP-ALA-DFO, the interactions are
mainly due to the dispersion component. The D components
are −16.69 kcal mol−1 and −17.19 kcal mol−1 for AMP-DFO and
AMP-ALA-DFO, respectively. In addition, the total interaction
energy (TSAPT0) values given in Table S3† are comparable to the
binding energies, Eb, in Table 1 with a correlation coefficient R2

value of 0.9.
Fig. 4 SAPT decomposition of interaction energy, showing electro-
static (El), exchange (Ex), induction (I) and dispersion (D) for the studied
binding structures. The total interaction energy (TSAPT0) is the sum of all
contributions.
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3.3 Optical properties

3.3.1 Absorption properties. The UV-vis spectra of IND,
DFO and their binding structures with AMP and ALA were
simulated using the TD-DFT/CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) method.
The spectra involving IND and DFO are illustrated in Fig. 5(a)
and S10(a)† respectively. The absorption peaks can be explained
by the values of the maximum absorption wavelength (lmax),
excitation energy (Ex), oscillator strength (f), and signicant
molecular orbital (MO) assignments given in Table S3.† More-
over, frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) analysis cannot be
considered for analysing the character of electronic states owing
to the simultaneous non-negligible contributions of multiple
MO pair, as can be seen in Table S3.† This difficulty can be
eliminated by calculating natural transition orbitals (NTOs),
which separately performs unitary transformation for occupied
and virtual MOs to nd a compact orbital representation for the
electronic transition density matrix so that only one or very few
number of orbital pairs have dominant contributions. There-
fore, assigning the dominant congurations of the electronic
states will depend on NTOs analysis as visualised in Fig. 5(b)
and S10(b).†68 In addition, shis of absorption peaks greater
than 5 nm will be considered experimentally detectable based
on the report by Tomić et al.,27 in which they predicted the
detection of the AMP precursor ephedrine by its potential
sensor fullerene.

The UV-vis spectrum of IND (Fig. 5(a)) exhibits two distinct
absorption peaks at lmax of 172 and 259 nm at f values of 0.43
and 0.19, respectively. The peaks are theoretically assigned to
NTO 38 and 39 having mainly p / p* character. In the pres-
ence of AMP, the heights of the absorption peaks are lowered to
f values of 0.15 and 0.14 and a notable shi in lmax is observed.
The rst absorption peak of AMP-IND is located at the lmax of
187 nm, which represents a red-shi of 15 nm. However, the
shi of the second absorption peak located at the lmax of
249 nm, shows a blue-shi of 10 nm. The computational results
indicate that shis of the absorption peaks can be easily noticed
and employed for the detection of AMP. In the absence of AMP,
ALA-IND have absorption peaks at 176 and 261 nm which are
red-shis of only 4 and 1 nm respectively compared to IND.
Otherwise, AMP-ALA-IND demonstrates more red-shied peaks
at 199 and 262 nm with similar heights of 0.14 compared to
IND, AMP-IND and ALA-IND. The rst absorption peak at
199 nm is a signicant red-shi of 27 nm while the second peak
at 262 nm is a red-shi of 3 nm. The latter peak has an excita-
tion energy of 4.79 eV which is signicantly less energy than the
other structures. In fact, in the binding structures AMP-IND,
ALA-IND and AMP-ALA-IND, the absorption peaks correspond
to p / p* electron transitions from AMP and ALA towards the
virtual orbitals of IND.

Similarly, the spectra for DFO compared to AMP and ALA
binding to DFO structures are presented in Fig. S10(a).† The UV-
vis spectrum of DFO exhibits two distinct absorption peaks at
lmax of 218 and 267 nm as well as a shoulder peak at 189 nm in
agreement with literature.69 This shoulder peak is absent in the
binding structures. AMP-DFO displays absorption peaks at 219
and 268 nm which are red-shis of only 1 nm compared to the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 (a) Computed UV-vis spectra of IND, AMP-IND, ALA-IND, AMP-ALA-IND using the TD-DFT/CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) method in the gas
phase. (b) The dominant natural transition orbital (NTO) pairs at the corresponding calculated lmax.
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DFO peak. The small shis may not be distinguished experi-
mentally while the peak heights are lower with f values of 0.18
and 0.55 compared to DFO (0.81 and 0.19). With ALA, the
absorption peaks of AMP-ALA-DFO are at lmax of 222 and
271 nm which can be better distinguished with red-shis of
4 nm as well as the notably lowered f of 0.37 compared to DFO
having f of 0.81. The rst absorption peaks for the DFO binding
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
to AMP and ALA structures can be characterised by p / p*

involving intramolecular transitions in DFO while the second
peaks involve electron transitions from AMP or ALA to DFO as
observed in Fig. S10(b).†

3.3.2 Fluorescence properties. IND and DFO are usually
used as ngerprint developing reagents which uoresces under
light of a specic wavelength. However, there are currently no
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 4077–4088 | 4083



Table 2 Fluorescence wavelengths lemi, oscillator strengths f and
fluorescence energies Eflu, of AMP, ALA, the FRs and the binding
structures

Structure lemi/nm f Eu/eV

AMP 240 0.0022 5.17
ALA 372 0.0015 3.33
AMP-ALA 239 0.0033 5.18
IND 507 0 2.44
AMP-IND 513 0 2.42
ALA-IND 507 0.0001 2.44
AMP-ALA-IND 500 0 2.48
DFO 456 0 2.72
AMP-DFO 338 0 3.67
ALA-DFO 433 0 2.86
AMP-ALA-DFO 337 0 3.68
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studies on the effect of AMP on the ngermark analysis if the
drug is present in the sample. Hence, we present the results of
uorescence of AMP, ALA, IND, DFO and the binding structures
in Table 2.

The FRs and the binding structures namely AMP-IND, AMP-
ALA-IND, AMP-DFO, ALA-DFO and AMP-ALA-DFO have their
Fig. 6 End-products of reaction between IND and AMP and reaction be

4084 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 4077–4088
value of oscillator strength, f, equal zero. This implies that the
mentioned structures will not uoresce. In addition, the negli-
gible f value of 0.0001 for ALA-IND predicts that no emission
exists. However, AMP on its own uoresce at a wavelength of
240 nm. Despite this, since AMP is predicted to bind with the
FRs, we conclude that AMP cannot be detected using IND or
DFO by uorescence.

3.4 Reaction products

ALA present in latent ngerprints react with IND or DFO at
a temperature of 100 °C or 160 °C. It is the reaction product
formed, which uoresces to reveal the ngerprint details.29 ALA
reacts with IND to form a pink product, which we will refer to as
PALA-IND while the reaction between ALA and DFO yields
a reddish product (PALA-DFO) under normal light.29 The presence
of AMP in the latent ngerprint sample may also react with IND
and DFO at the same temperatures. We hereby study the
possible reaction products of AMP-IND (PAMP-IND) and AMP-
DFO (PAMP-DFO) and their effect on UV-vis spectra as well as on
uorescence.

We investigated the possible products which may form due
to the reaction of the FRs with ALA according to the reaction
tween DFO and AMP.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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between ninhydrin and an amine.70 In the scheme presented by
Sudalaimani et al.70 only the end product due to reaction
between the amines and ninhydrin were studied. Ninhydrin
reacts with ALA in a similar reaction pathway as IND and DFO to
form end-products which are responsible for uorescent
detection of ngerprints. Hence, we studied the possible end-
products of reaction between AMP and IND (PAMP-IND) and
AMP and DFO (PAMP-DFO) according to the reaction in Fig. 6. The
optimised geometries of these RPs are presented in the ESI
Fig. 7 (a) Computed UV-vis spectra of IND, PAMP-IND and PALA-IND usin
dominant natural transition orbital (NTO) pairs at the corresponding calc

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(Fig. S11 and S12).† The most stable optimised structures were
considered to analyse their optical properties.

3.4.1 Optical properties
Absorption properties. The UV-vis spectra of IND, DFO and

their reaction products with AMP and ALA were simulated using
the TD-DFT/CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) method. The spectra
involving IND and DFO are illustrated in Fig. 7(a) and S16(a)†
respectively. The absorption peaks can be explained by the
signicant MO assignments and as observed in Table S4,† only
the absorption peaks in the visible spectrum, that is, having
g the TD-DFT/CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) method. (b) The FMOs and
ulated lmax.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 4077–4088 | 4085
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lmax higher than 380 nm, occur due the electron transition from
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). For the other absorption
peaks in the UV spectra, the character of electronic states results
from simultaneous non-negligible contributions of multiple
MO pair which is why NTOs were calculated as visualised in
Fig. 7(b) and S16(b).†

The UV-vis spectra of PALA-IND, illustrated in Fig. 7(a), has
three distinct absorption peaks with heights higher than the two
peaks of IND. The rst peak is located at a lmax of 188 nm, which
is a red-shi of 16 nm compared to the rst peak of INDwhile the
second peak at a lmax of 251 nm, is a blue-shi of 8 nm. The third
absorption peak at 469 nm is in agreement with experimental
literature in which the results showed that PALA-IND is well excited
in the visible spectrum of 420 to 510 nm.34,71 The experimentally
observed pink colour can also be conrmed by the peak at lmax of
469 nm absorbing in the blue region of the visible spectrum
which occurs due to the transition from the HOMO to LUMO
orbitals. Conversely, the UV-vis spectra of PAMP-IND reveals two
distinct absorption peaks. The heights of the peaks are lower and
show red-shis when compared to the peaks of PALA-IND. The rst
peak of PAMP-IND located at a lmax of 253 nm with f = 0.20, is
a shi of 2 nm while the second peak located at 511 nm having f
= 0.31, is a signicant shi of 42 nm. In fact, the latter peak of
PAMP-IND absorbs light in the green region of the visible spectrum
hence, PAMP-IND is theoretically predicted to be perceived as
a reddish colour under normal light. The notable colour change
and red-shis of the absorption peaks of PALA-IND and PAMP-IND

compared to IND can be explained by major electron transition
from the HOMO to LUMO characterised by p / p* excitation.
These computational results indicate that in addition to the
noticeable shis of the absorption peaks and the predicted
colour change, IND can be employed for the detection of AMP
without interference by ALA.

Likewise for the second reagent DFO, the UV-vis spectra of its
reaction products with ALA and AMP are analysed. The UV-vis
spectra of PALA-DFO, illustrated in Fig. S13(a),† has two distinct
absorption peaks and a shoulder peak being red-shis
compared to the absorption peaks of DFO. The shoulder peak
is located at a lmax of 233 nm, which is a shi of 44 nm. The rst
peak at 257 nm is a shi of 39 nm while the second peak at
a lmax of 472 nm, is a signicant shi of 205 nm. The absorption
peaks as well as the experimentally observed reddish colour are
in agreement with literature.72 The reddish colour is conrmed
by to p / p* excitation from the HOMO to LUMO orbitals of
the peak at lmax of 472 nm which corresponds absorption of the
green colour wavelength in the visible spectrum.

The UV-vis spectra of PAMP-DFO, presented in Fig. S13(a),†
reveals two distinct absorption peaks and a shoulder peak. The
heights of the peaks are lower with f of 0.45 and show red-shis
when compared to the peaks of PALA-DFO (f= 0.90). The rst peak
located at a wavelength of 260 nm, is a shi of 3 nm while the
second peak located at 568 nm is a signicant shi of 42 nm.
The shoulder peak at 319 nm is a shi of 86 nm. The peak at
lmax of 568 nm corresponds to absorption in the yellow region
in the visible spectrum occurring due to p/ p* excitation from
the HOMO to LUMO orbitals. PAMP-DFO is therefore predicted to
4086 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 4077–4088
be perceived as a violet colour under normal light. These
computational results indicate that shis of the absorption
peaks could be easily noticed in addition to the predicted
colour, hence, DFO can be employed for colorimetric or UV-vis
detection of AMP without interference by ALA.

Fluorescence properties of reaction products. The uorescence
spectra obtained for both PALA-IND and PALA-DFO, in the ESI,† are
in agreement with literature.29,72–74 However, PAMP-IND as well as
PAMP-DFO reveal absence of uorescence. This can be explained
by comparing the structural features of the ground and excited
states of the reaction products (ESI†). For PALA-IND and PALA-DFO,
the torsion angles increase from F = 22° and −23° to F = 30°
and −33° upon excitation, respectively while for PAMP-IND (F =

−93° to−37°) and PAMP-DFO (F =−32° to 0.5°), the ground state
geometries tend to planarity in the excited state. Hence, the
uorescence of PALA-IND and PALA-DFO can be attributed to the
increase in torsion angle upon excitation while absence of
uorescence for PAMP-IND and PAMP-DFO is due to reduction of
torsion angle. We, therefore, conclude that the presence of AMP
in a ngerprint does not affect its uorescence detection by IND
and DFO.
4 Conclusions

The interaction and excited state properties of AMP with IND
and DFO was investigated to predict the detection of AMP by
UV-vis and uorescence when using either of these reagents. We
used the DFT B3LYP-D3/6-31G(d,p) method to compute the
binding interactions between AMP and the FRs as well as with
ALA which is present in latent ngerprints. The results showed
that AMP have low binding energies of −9.29 with IND and
−7.98 kcal mol−1 with DFO. These binding energies were
enhanced to −12.35 and −10.65 kcal mol−1, respectively in the
presence of ALA. These binding energies are similar to those of
AMP binding to other potential drugs in literature.22,64

Subsequently, we computed the excited state properties of
these binding structures using the TD-DFT method. The UV-vis
spectra simulated show that the absorption peaks of AMP
binding to IND show shis of more than 5 nm. Therefore, it can
be predicted that IND can be used to detect AMP by UV-vis
spectroscopy. However, detection of AMP using DFO may not
be possible since the shis in absorption peaks compared to
DFO were less than 5 nm and hence may not be distinguishable
experimentally. The uorescence results nevertheless indicate
zero uorescence for binding of both reagents with AMP.

Fluorescence detection of ngerprints is due to the product
of the reaction between ALA and the FRs. Hence, we also
investigated the possible reaction products between AMP and
the FRs. The UV-vis spectra simulated reveal large shi in the
absorption peaks as well as peaks in the visible spectrum. The
colours of the products were thus predicted according to the
simulated and experimentally observable colour changes of
PALA-IND and PALA-DFO. The colours of PAMP-IND and PAMP-DFO

would potentially be reddish and violet, respectively. Therefore,
IND and DFO may act as a colorimetric test to detect AMP if the
reaction is enabled.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Our ndings are helpful for experimentalists and forensic
analysts to enable the detection of AMP in ngerprints by using
FRs. The FRs IND and DFO do not destroy the sample as they
are widely used for ngerprint detection and identifying drugs
in a ngerprint using affordable and available reagents would
be benecial nancially as well as strong proofs in drug cases.

As future work, the formation of the coloured reaction
products between AMP and the FRs needs to be investigated. In
addition, experimental work will provide information on the
analysis time and accuracy of this method which is a step
towards better detection of drugs and hence, deterring the rise
in drug abuse and trafficking.
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